From: [e-mail address redacted] Christopher Thorpe
Sent: Saturday, January 28, 2012 12:12 AM
To: SatelliteOffices
Subject: Recommendations on Satellite Offices

(1) Cambridge, Mass. Home to Harvard, MIT, and near many other excellent research institutions. Suggest Kendall Square because of its convenient, central location and status as the hub of startup and IP in Boston. Many graduates of local universities would be good candidates as examiners.

(2) Mountain View, California. The center of Silicon Valley innovation, close to Stanford and the San Jose research corridor. Accessible from Berkeley. Another option could be Emeryville or Oakland, much closer to Berkeley and accessible from Stanford, but with significantly lower cost of living. This is probably relevant because government positions do not pay as well compared to Mountain View costs of living.

(3) Research Triangle, NC.

(4) Chicago, Ill.

---
Christopher Thorpe, Ph.D. | [phone redacted]